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on either side of the Qatar promontory. That was surely
once an island as Bahrain is to-day, for the salt plain (in
parts actually lower than sea-level) runs right across its base
from sea to sea. From the third shelf of rock we descended
to a salt strip on a higher level than the main flats below
and perhaps, therefore, betraying a part of the old estuary
floor. From that we passed through a further barrier of rock
down to the main salt-flat, an immense plain that sounded
crisp and hollow under our camels' feet. Here my aneroid
showed the same reading as it recorded later on at the edge
of the sea at Salwa five miles distant. The whole of this vast
plain would seem therefore to be at sea-level more or less—
either* a part of the original floor of the sea itself or a lagoon
separated therefrom by some sand-barrier like that of Khisat
al Salwa to which we soon came.
The flanks of the estuary here fall back right and left into
the far distance and there were only the sand tracts to inter-
rupt the great flat. The sand was of a dazzling white and
profusely covered with the green Shinan and the darker
Suwwad, which somehow seemed to create an impression of
noisomeness. In the midst of the sands lay the depression of
Khisat al Salwa containing numerous shallow waterholes of
unhealthy aspect with slightly brackish but drinkable
water, at a depth of two fathoms. Such wells can be easily
scrabbled up out of the sand anywhere in the hollow. I saw
three of them lined with wattles to prevent the falling in of
the sand, but the rest were open pits, most of them half
choked by their fallen debris. In spite of its name there
did not seem to be a single dwarf-palm1 in this locality, which
must not be confused with Salwa proper further on. Major
Cheesman's plan2 makes it clear that he did not visit this
spot and the ruined castle he investigated was that of Salwa
itself.
Beyond the sandhills we entered a firm, flat, grit-covered
plain with scanty Shinan bushes and quickened our pace to a
cheerful trot. We soon re-entered the SabJcha or salt-flat, over
whose firm, smooth surface a single camel path led us in
single file towards the palms of Salwa. As we went they
1 Khis, KMsa.	* In Unknown Arabia, p. 33.

